
Sensitive information Humans make mistakes Prevention is vital
Internal data breaches
account for almost half of
all data breaches.

Staff may inadvertently
send out sensitive
information such as
intellectual property.

Systems need to be in place to
prevent sensitive information
leaving the corporate network.

Transform your systems into
your first line of defense

The threat landscape is a constantly
evolving challenge for all businesses – the
number of cyberattacks is continuing to rise,
data exfiltration is now included in 70% of
ransomware attacks, and insiders are
responsible for 30% of all data breaches.

As a result, enterprises are constantly
looking for ways to reduce the risk of
sensitive data being leaked outside the
company. And with so many potential weak
points, it’s necessary for organisations to
put controls and solutions in place that not
just monitor for inappropriate egress of
corporate data, but also mitigate the risks
as close to entirely as possible.
 
Service Options
Data Loss Prevention is provided as an
ongoing monthly subscription service, just
like M365.

Our consultants will work with you to initially
define enforcement policies and rules to
protect your businesses sensitive data.

After the initial phase, we will regularly
monitor and report on sensitive data
movement or use (removal, modification or
attempted transmission).

Have a question? Let's chat...
Whether you're interested to learn more
about key features, pricing or anything
else, we're here to help.

Reach out to us today

Meet Compliance with monitoring
and data protection measures in
place. 
Establish what data you have on the
corporate network.
Enforce policies around your most
sensitive data on the network.
Provide full visibility into what data is
leaving your network. 
Create an effective barrier against
outsider and insider threats.
Automatically prevent attempts to
copy or send sensitive data without
authorisation.
Discover what sensitive data resides
on the network.

Benefits-at-a-glance

Privacy Guard
Data Loss Prevention

https://www.coveware.com/blog/ransomware-marketplace-report-q4-2020

